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Proximex™ Surveillint™ Version 6.0 Named Winner of
Platinum 2012 Govie Award in Homeland Security Category
San Jose, Calif. (Business Wire) – April 17, 2012 – Proximex, the leader in event and information
management for both physical and logical security markets, today announced that its Surveillint (currently in
release 6.0) solution has won a platinum Govie award in the Homeland Security category. This Govie award
was given one week after Surveillint won the 2012 SIA New Product Showcase award in the
Convergence/Integrated Software Solutions category. Surveillint brings together disparate security systems
into one centralized command and control center to give organizations more visibility into their security
environments. Surveillint has been selected and proven in more than 50 projects worldwide and bidirectionally integrates more than 160 security platforms from its global network of manufacturer partners.
“It’s very exciting for Surveillint to be honorably recognized by the government security community,” said
Ken Prayoon Cheng, Chief Technology Officer for Proximex. “Security personnel in this market are
continually challenged by managing daily threats, enforcing security operating procedures and consolidating
operations. Surveillint helps mitigate risk across the security environment, enforces event response processes
and reduces security operations costs.”
Surveillint has delivered impressive results in implementations around the world, allowing organizations to
save significant amounts of time and money. Surveillint has helped customers reduce overall reporting time
by up to 60 percent, alarm volume by up to 40 percent, individual response times by up to 90 percent/event
and phone call ASA by up to 450 percent.

With its U.S. release in December 2011, version 6.0 of Surveillint helps organizations expand their incident
response reach to stakeholders and agencies as well as unite physical security and business operations.
Collaboration technology support improves two-way communication between resources and dynamically
updates responses based on changing environmental conditions. Web and mobile versions of Surveillint
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extend communications from the Security Operations Center to remote and mobile individuals, which further
improve communications with executive management, outside agencies and remote guards by allowing
necessary alert information and video to be viewed for relevant action. Finally, Surveillint GIS map support
can visually track objects, resources and assets.
Launched in 2009, the Security Products’ Govies were created to honor outstanding government security
products in a variety of categories. With than 53 entrants in 2012, the judges narrowed down the submissions to
those achieving top status in each category.

About Proximex
Based in San Jose, Calif., Proximex is the leader in event and information management for both physical and
logical security markets. Transportation, defense and corporate customers applaud Proximex solutions for
delivering the fastest set up and deployment, the highest in scalability, availability and failover capabilities,
and the most robust integrations in the industry. Proximex solutions join and correlate information from
disparate security systems into one centralized environment, thereby transforming massive amounts of data
into useable, actionable information. Leveraging the company’s IT heritage, Proximex solutions integrate
physical and logical security systems with network and health monitoring technologies to catch multipronged attacks and relay important business-level information. For more information, visit
www.proximex.com.
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